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Abstract (up to 10 lines):
If deep neural networks have proved their efficiency in a number of real applications (game of Go, image analysis,...), we are far from understanding the mathematical reasons behind this success. Recently a mean field analysis has been introduced to get a new perspective on these algorithms. We will pursue this direction and make links with statistical physics to hopefully gain a profound understanding of these new statistical learning tools.
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Description (up to 1 page):
The recent developments of Machine Learning algorithms have been marked by popular successes, in particular coming from neural networks and their deep implementation. However such successes are still poorly rigorously justified and the rich behavior of deep neural nets is yet to be characterized by a well-understood mathematical framework. In this thesis, we propose to work
towards such formalism by use of a mean field analysis. First developed for spin systems and then applied in the 80s to shallow neural nets by physicists, the mean field approach is the object of a recent renewed interest in mathematics for such problems, thanks to its simplification power. However, this simplification comes with limitations which need to be precisely analysed. Eventually, the mean-field approach allows to draw natural bridges with statistical physics, namely the spin-glass community, which will be also investigated further.
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